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Mayapple Baby is a family-owned
company dedicated to making safe,
quality, practical and environmentally
responsible products for your baby
and your home.
Roving Cove is Mayapple Baby’s child
safety brand.
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WARNING!

THIS IS NOT A TOY OR TEETHER. For use by adult
only. DO NOT leave your child unattended. Keep
packaging away from children.

CAUTION!

DO NOT use on objects with weak or easily
removable ﬁnish.
Mayapple Baby LLC makes no warranty,
expressed or implied, that damage to object
ﬁnish or surface will not occur.
Replace cushion if it becomes damaged.

DISCLAIMER:

In no event shall Mayapple Baby LLC be liable for
property damage of any kind arising from the use
of the product.
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TO INSTALL (Best for one-time use only):
Corner Cushion:
1. Dry wipe surface area of sharp corner;
2. Apply double-sided tape ﬁrmly to all four
inner surfaces of corner cushion by aligning
tape to cushion’s outer edges: short tape for
either short surface, long tape for three other
surfaces;
3. Remove tape backings and push cushion
deeply and snugly into sharp corner;
4. Press all sides of cushion ﬁrmly for several
seconds.
Edge Cushion (Do not stretch cushion):
1. Install corner cushions, as instructed above;
2. Measure distance of furniture edge between
two corner cushions; cut section of edge
cushion to ﬁt; repeat as necessary;
3. Dry wipe surface area of furniture edge;
4. Apply double-sided tape ﬁrmly to both inner
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surfaces of edge cushion by aligning tape to
cushion’s outer edges: start at one end
and apply strips of tape to cover entire
length of edge cushion;
5. Remove tape backings and push cushion
deeply and snugly into furniture edge;
6. Press both sides of cushion ﬁrmly for several
seconds along its complete length.

TO REMOVE:

Grab both sides/edges of the cushion; slowly
and gradually pull oﬀ corner/edge. If necessary,
rub a few drops of vegetable oil on the
corner/edge to help remove any tape or
remaining residue.

TO CLEAN AND CARE:

Wipe clean with damp cloth. Do not use soap,
alcohol or other cleaners. Keep cushion dry
and oil free. Do not allow cushion to absorb
liquid or furniture may become damaged.
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Customer Service:
+1 855-96-MY-MAB (Toll free in U.S.)
(855-966-9622)
customercare@mayapplebaby.com
Mayapple Baby LLC
P.O. Box 250161
Brooklyn, NY 11225 USA
www.mayapplebaby.com
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